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Abstract. Astronomy cloud computing environment is a cyber-Infrastructure for Astronomy
Research initiated by Chinese Virtual Observatory (China-VO) under funding support from
NDRC (National Development and Reform commission) and CAS (Chinese Academy of Sciences). Based on virtualization technology, astronomy cloud computing environment was designed and implemented by China-VO team. It consists of ﬁve distributed nodes across the
mainland of China. Astronomer can get compuitng and storage resource in this cloud computing
environment. Through this environments, astronomer can easily search and analyze astronomical data collected by diﬀerent telescopes and data centers , and avoid the large scale dataset
transportation.
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1. Introduction
Recent years, with the coming of many large telescope, the daily increment of data
increase to TB level. Furthermore, with the good progress of many international cooperation astronomy project, such as TMT, LSST, SKA, etc. The daily increment of data
will increase to PB level in the near future. Astronomy research has step into the big
data era. The large scale data put forward great challenges on processing, transportation,
analysis of data. With the limitation of network bandwidth and computing, storage ability of private computing of astronomer, the traditional research mode would be disability.
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Figure 1. The framework of astronomy cloud computing environment

Migration computing will become this new solution. The construction and application
of cloud computing environment would make this new solution reality. Astronomy cloud
computing environment would become a new e-science platform. Cloud computing is to
integrate geographical distribution computing resource through network and to provide
computing and service on demand based on virtualization technology. Cloud computing
is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of conﬁgurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management eﬀort or service
provider interaction(Mell,P. & Grance,T. (2011)). According to the provisioned resource
type, Cloud Computing can be divided to three diﬀerent type: IAAS means Infrastructure as a service, to provide hardware service on demand, PAAS means Platform as a
service, to provide application software service over the internet, SAAS means software
as a service, to provide browser access of software. Virtualization is the key technology of cloud computing that combines or divides computing resources to present one or
many operating environments using methodologies like hardware and software partitioning or aggregation, partial or complete machine simulation, emulation, time-sharing, and
others(Susanta Nanda & Tzi-cker Chiueh).

2. The Architecture of Astronomy Cloud Computing Environment
The telescope is the center and basis of astronomy research, and the main source of
data. The big data from telescope was saved in the nearest data center, which become
a basic unit of cloud computing platform system, was called cloud computing node.
Each node have enough computing and storage resource, and is also a complete cloud
computing environment. Figure 1 shows the framework of astronomy cloud computing
environment.
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Figure 2. The topology of networks in a single astronomy cloud node

Astronomy cloud computing environment uses the passport of CSTNET as the third
certiﬁcation system. Astronomer can directly login cloud environment through their email
account of CSTNET. The overall system include ﬁve cloud nodes, which are the data
center of NAOC, SHAO, PMO, XAO, YNAO, and integrated the astronomy large scale
data storage system, which provide global data storage service and private ﬁle storage.
In addition, in the region resource schedule layer, we provide many system management
components, such as the user dashboard, usage statistics, template synchronization, etc.
CloudStack is an open source software platform that pools computing resources to build
public, private, and hybrid Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds. CloudStack manages
the network, storage, and compute hosts that make up a cloud infrastructure. We can use
CloudStack to deploy, manage, and conﬁgure cloud computing environment. Cloudstack
is the core component of astronomy cloud computing environment. It manages all hosts,
storage, and network of each node.

3. Design of astronomy cloud environment network
Internal network is an important part of cloud, which is much more complicated than
the oﬃcial LAN. According to the function of network traﬃc, CloudStack divides 4
network traﬃc type, namely public, management, storage, guest and two network design
model: basic network and advanced network. Basic network model can only have one
guest network, all traﬃc type share a big address space. Advanced network model allows
for the creation of multiple guest networks with a tagged VLAN. Under astronomy cloud
environment, we created a shared guest network with a tagged VLAN 1 as the default
network of virtual machines. We can also create more isolated guest network to meet
the security requirement for some special projects. Figure 2 shows the connectivity of
physical and logical resource. Some data resource and service, out of the astronomy cloud
environment, can also connect to the shared guest network. It is very convenient to access
the big astronomy dataset for guest virtual machine.

4. The access way of virtual machine
Because the virtual machine is in a virtual environment, astronomer cant see it, cant
manage and program debug like in a physical server before. A convenient, high eﬃciently
access way to virtual machine was vital to promotion of cloud environment. In astronomy
cloud computing environment, we integrated the VNC service and webVNC plugin to
redirect the standard output of virtual machine to browser. Astronomer can operate his
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Figure 3. The topology of networks in a single astronomy cloud node

virtual machine by internet browser. But this method has two disadvantages. One is the
display eﬀect depends on the internet speed; Aother is the disability of copy and paste
operation, which is very inconvenient. So, we integrated the NAT and port forwarding
function of iptables to provide port forwarding service. Astronomer can login virtual
machine by client of SSH, RDP. SSH and RDP are the default protocol, when virtual
machine create, the port forwarding setting could be conﬁgured automatically. Figure 3
shows the workﬂow of access virtual machine. In order to avoid the single point faults of
forwarding server, based on the Dnsmasq, a lightweight domain name resolution service,
we implements the load balance of forwarding service. The relation of public port and
private port of virtual machine saved in a database.

5. Conclusion
In general, astronomy cloud computing environment promotes the progress of astronomy e-science under the big data era, ease the burden of IT management on astronomer.
Meantime, cloud computing environment improves resource utilization rate, reduce the
cost of IT infrastructure. In the future, we will integrate the Hadoop, Spark computing
framework in the astronomy cloud environment to enable the large scale data processing
service.
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